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Recent observations show that the differential amplitudes between the faster and
slower split shear-waves in reflection surveys contain information about lateral variations of
crack density in cracked reservoirs (Mueller 1991; Li, Crampin and Mueller 1992).
However, the variation of amplitude with crack geometry when the crack strike changes
with depth has not been investigated previously. In this paper, we derive expressions for
reflection and transmission coefficients of plane split shear-waves at vertical incidence at
an interface separating two cracked (anisotropic) media with merent crack strikes. We
also examine the effects on these coefficients of variation in crack strike and crack density.
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Aa=a2-aI: difference in crack strike between Medium 1 and Medium 2.

reflection coefficients from ~SZ to ~SZ, and from 4~2 to ~SZ, respectively;
reflection coefficients from ~SZ to 4~2, and from 4~2 to ~SZ, respectively;
shear-wave velocities of isotropic matrix of Media 1 and 2, respectively;
crack strike of Media 1 and 2, respectively;
percentage of differential shear-wave anisotropy in Media 1 and
respectively;

2,

Figure 1 illustrates the basic plane-layer geometry. The major effect on reflection
coefficients of crack strike varying with depth is the existence of non-zero r12 and r21

components. For interfaces with large velocity-contrasts, r12 and r21 wiJl be small and
negligible in comparison with the corresponding rll and rz, as shown in Figure 2(a). In
such cases, reflection coefficients will carry little information about crack geometry, and
the polarization and time delay of the split shear-waves are the only reliable features which
diagnose anisotropy and carry information about the variation of crack strike and density.

For interfaces with small velocity-contrasts, r12 and rzl may be significant, as shown in
Figure 2(b), and the effects of variations of crack strike with depth cannot be neglected.
In such cases, in addition to the polarization and time delay of split shear-waves, both the
differential amplitude of faster and slower shear-waves, and the amplitude ratio of the two
off-diagonal elements in the data matrix, contain information about the variation of crack
strike and crack density, as the following equation shows.
‘211’12 = 1 - S,, if Aa#O and &O”.
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FIGURE 2. Reflection coefficients plotted against difference in crack strike (Aa) as the degree of
anisotropy in Medium 2 (6,) varies, where the degree of anisotropy in Medium 1 (6 1) is fixed. (a)
Large velocity-contrast: Vl = 1 .Sk.m/s, V2 = 3.Okm/s;  (b) Small velocity-contrast:
V2= l l 8kmls.

v1=1.5km/s,
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